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Rapid Convergence of First-Order Numerical
Algorithms via Adaptive Conditioning

Muhammad Adil, Sasan Tavakkol, and Ramtin Madani

Abstract—This paper is an attempt to remedy the problem
of slow convergence for first-order numerical algorithms by
proposing an adaptive conditioning heuristic. First, we propose
a parallelizable numerical algorithm that is capable of solving
large-scale conic optimization problems on distributed platforms
such as graphics processing unit with orders-of-magnitude time
improvement. Proof of global convergence is provided for the
proposed algorithm. We argue that on the contrary to common
belief, the condition number of the data matrix is not a reliable
predictor of convergence speed. In light of this observation, an
adaptive conditioning heuristic is proposed which enables higher
accuracy compared to other first-order numerical algorithms.
Numerical experiments on a wide range of large-scale linear
programming and second-order cone programming problems
demonstrate the scalability and computational advantages of the
proposed algorithm compared to commercial and open-source
state-of-the-art solvers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Conic optimization is of practical interest in a wide variety
of areas such as operation research, machine learning, signal
processing and optimal control. For this purpose, interior
point-based algorithms perform very well and have become
the standard method of solving conic optimization problems
[1]–[3]. Various commercial and open-source solvers such as
MOSEK [4], GUROBI [5], and SeDuMi [6] are based on
interior point methods as their default algorithm. Although
interior-point methods are robust and theoretically sound, they
do not scale well for very large conic optimization programs.
Computational cost, memory issues, and incompatibility with
distributed platforms are among the major impediment for
interior point methods in solving large-scale and practical
conic optimization problems.

In recent years, operator splitting methods such as Douglas-
Rachford Splitting (DRS) [7]–[10] and Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [11]–[17] have received par-
ticular attention because of their potential for parallelization
and ability to scale. First order methods are popular because
the iterative steps are computationally cheap and easy to
implement and thus ideal for large scale problems where
high accuracy solutions are typically not required. Operator
splitting techniques, on the other hand can lead to parallel
and distributed implementation and provide moderate accuracy
solutions to conic programs in a relatively lower computational
time.

Motivated by the cheap per iteration cost and ability to
handle large scale problems, several first order operator split-
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ting algorithms have been proposed recently. Authors in [13],
introduce a solver (SCS), a homogeneous self-dual embed-
ding method based on ADMM to solve large convex cone
programs and provide primal or dual infeasibility certificates
when relevant. A MATLAB solver CDCS [14] extended the
homogeneous self-dual embedding concept [13] and exploits
the sparsity structure using chordal decomposition for solving
large scale semidefinite programming problems. The ADMM
algorithm introduced in [11] is improved by selecting the
proximal parameter and pre-conditioning to introduce an
open-source software package called POGS (Proximal Graph
Solver) [12] and multiple practical problems are tested to
evaluate the performance. Another application of operator
splitting methods is provided in an open-source solver OSQP
(operator splitting solver for quadratic programs) [15], where
operator splitting technique is applied to solve quadratic pro-
grams. Open-source Julia implemented conic operator splitting
method (COSMO) [18], solves the quadratic objective function
under conic constraints. In [9], a Python package Anderson
accelerated Douglas-Rachford splitting (A2DR) is introduced
to solve large-scale non-smooth convex optimization problems.
Although these solvers scale very well as the dimension of the
problem increases in different practical areas but suffers from
slow convergence and do not perform well when the given
problem is ill-conditioned [10], [19], [20].

First order methods are considered very sensitive to con-
dition number of problem data and parameter selection, and
consequently have limitations in achieving higher accuracy
within a reasonable number of iterations [8], [15], [21], [22].
Although first order operator splitting methods have been
studied extensively in recent years for solving large scale
conic programs for different applications but until the recent
past, very few efforts are made to study the convergence
rate [23], [24]. As an attempt to solve the convergence rate
issues, recently serious efforts have been made to make first
order algorithms more robust and practical for real-world
applications [19], [22], [25]–[30]. A line search method is
proposed in [31] to accelerate convergence. In [32], a global
linear convergence proof is given under strict convexity and
Lipschitz gradient condition on one function. A global linear
convergence approach and metric selection approach shown
in [8] under strong convexity and smoothness conditions.
Researchers have proposed several acceleration techniques to
expedite the convergence speed of ADMM. Adaptive penalty
scheme is introduced in [20], [33] to automatically tune the
penalty parameter. In [34], [35], Anderson acceleration (AA)
is applied to improve the convergence of local-global solver
and ADMM with application to geometry optimization and
physics simulation problems. The authors in [36], applied the
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type-I variant of Anderson acceleration [37] to splitting conic
solver (SCS) [13] to solve conic optimization problems and
improved the terminal convergence. A new framework known
as SuperSCS is introduced in [10] by combining SCS solver
with original type-II AA to solve large cone problems and
it is shown that the new approach performs better than the
original SCS solver. Type-II Anderson acceleration Douglas-
Rachford splitting (A2DR) algorithm is proposed in [9], to
show the rapid convergence or provide infeasibility/unbound-
edness certificates. However, most of these techniques works
reasonably well under limited scenarios, particular conditions,
and for a very specific problem structures and yield no tangible
benefits for any general class of problems. Improvements from
these techniques are very limited and has very mild effect on
the convergence due to the nature of accelerated algorithms.
Moreover, these techniques fail to achieve a higher accuracy.

Operator splitting methods heavily rely on the input problem
data matrices, pre-conditioning, solution polishing, and step
size parameter selection [12], [14], [22]. Parameter selection
for global convergence is still a challenge to be addressed
[8], [15]. Despite the scalability and computational advantages,
these methods suffer from slow terminal convergence, and are
highly sensitive to problem condition number, hence, cannot
be applied to many practical problems [9], [26], [30]. There
is a dire need to develop a general purpose, and reliable
first order algorithm that encapsulates the benefits of simple
inexpensive iterations and scaling properties of first order
algorithm, as well as providing the highly reliable and accurate
solutions similar to that of interior point methods.

In this work, we first show that the condition number of
data matrices has no significant effect on convergence of
general first order methods and this is the major impediment
for achieving highly accurate results with operator splitting
methods. Furthermore, we propose a new operating split-
ting method where each iteration requires simple arithmetic
operations, leads to parallel and distributive implementation,
scales gracefully for very large cone programs and provides
a very accurate solutions which is beyond the reach of other
first order solvers. Moreover, in conjunction with massively
parallelizable and cheap iterative algorithm we propose a
heuristic policy to scale the data matrices in such a way
that the combined algorithm ensures the global convergence
and achieves a high accuracy within a tens of iterations. In
short, the proposed algorithm enjoys the benefits of first order
algorithms such as low per iteration cost, scalability for very
large problems, parallel and distributed implementations, and
at the same time achieves the higher accuracy level of interior
point methods. The major contributions and novelty of this
paper are as follows

1) We propose a highly scalable, simple iterative, and par-
allelizable first order algorithm for solving large conic
optimization programs.

2) We illustrate that a smaller condition number does not
necessarily guarantee the faster convergence as the prob-
lem data matrices with a higher condition number can
converge faster.

3) We propose a heuristic adaptive conditioning policy to
obtain accurate solutions in comparison with other first

order algorithms and a proof is provided to guarantee the
convergence of algorithm.

4) We apply the proposed algorithm on graphics processing
unit (GPU) to benefit the simple arithmetic operations in
each iteration.

5) A wide range of tests are conducted on different conic
programs and results are compared with several first
order and interior point methods to justify the claims of
scalability, efficiency and accuracy.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
Some preliminaries of cone programming and definitions are
presented in section II. The effect of preconditioning and
the need for proposed adaptive conditioning is illustrated in
section III by providing a numerical example. In section IV,
we investigate the conditioning procedure to accelerate the
convergence and provide an algorithm for adaptive condition-
ing. We compare the performance of proposed algorithm and
adaptive conditioning in section V, by solving a wide range
of problems and comparing the results with commonly used
solvers, and section VI concludes the paper.

A. Notations

Symbols R and N denote the set of real and natural numbers,
respectively. Matrices and vectors are represented by bold
uppercase, and bold lowercase letters, respectively. Notation
‖·‖2 refers to `2 norm of either matrix or vector depending on
the context and |·| represents the absolute value. The symbol
(·)> represent the transpose operators. The notations In refer
to the n×n identity matrix. The symbol K is used to describe
different types of cones used in this paper. The superscript
(·)opt refers to the optimal solution of optimization problem.
The notation (·)† denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse
of transpose of a matrix. The symbol L represent the set of
values to apply adaptive conditioning. The notation diag{· · · }
represent the diagonal elements of a diagonal matrix. The sym-
bols SK,AC,CS, are used to refer Sinkhorn-Knopp, adaptive
conditioning and competing solver, respectively. The symbols
εabs and εrel are used for absolute and relative tolerance,
respectively.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this paper, we consider the class of convex optimization
problems with a linear objective, subject to a set of affine and
second-order conic constraints. The primal formulation under
study can be cast as:

minimize
x∈Rn

c>x (1a)

subject to Ax = b (1b)
x ∈ K (1c)

where c ∈ Rn,A ∈ Rm×n, and b ∈ Rm are given and x ∈
Rn is the unknown optimization variable. Additionally, K ,
Kn1
× Kn2

× · · · × Knk
⊆ Rn, where each Kni

⊆ Rni is a
Lorentz cone of size ni, i.e.,

Kni
,
{
w ∈ Rni |w1 ≥

∥∥[w2, . . . , wni
]
∥∥
2

}
,

and n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = n.
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Algorithm 1

Input: (A, b, c,K), fixed µ > 0, and initial point s ∈ Rn

1: A := range{A>}

2: d := A†b +
µ

2
(absA(c)− c)

3: repeat
4: p← absK(s)

5: r ← absA(p)

6: s← s

2
− r

2
+ d

7: until stopping criteria is met.

Output: x← p+s

2
, z← p−s

2µ

The corresponding dual formulation of (1) is

maximize
y∈Rm,z∈Rn

b>y (2a)

subject to A>y + z = c (2b)
z ∈ K (2c)

where y and z are dual variables associated with the con-
straints (1b) and (1c), respectively.

In this paper, we pursue a proximal numerical method
inspired by Douglas-Rachford splitting [7], [8] to solve the
class of optimization problems of the form (1). To this end, the
projection and absolute value operators are defined as follows.

Definition 1. For any proper cone C ∈ Rn, define the
projection operator projC : Rn → C as

projC(v) , argminu∈C ‖u− v‖2.

Additionally, define the absolute value operator absC : Rn →
Rn associated with C as

absC(x0) , 2projC(x0)− x0.

Algorithm 1 details the proposed first-order numerical
method for solving (1).

Theorem 1. Let {sl}∞l=0 and {pl}∞l=0 denote the sequence of
vectors generated by Algorithm 1. Then we have

lim
l→∞

pl + sl

2
= x̄ and lim

l→∞

pl − sl

2µ
= z̄ (3)

where x̄ and z̄ are a pair of primal and dual solutions for
problems (1) and (2), respectively.

Proof. Please see the Appendix for the proof.

Despite its potential for massive parallelization for both
CPU and GPU architectures, in and of itself, Algorithm
(1) may not offer any advantages over the common-practice
Douglas-Rachford splitting (DR) and the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM). However, as we will demon-
strate next, Algorithm (1) enables us to perform adaptive
conditioning to achieve much faster convergence speed in
comparison with the state-of-the-art pre-conditioning methods.

III. STATE OF THE ART PRECONDITIONING METHODS

One of the major drawbacks of first-order numerical meth-
ods is their sensitivity to the problem conditioning [12], [15],
[38]. Hence, it is common practice to reformulate problem (1)
with respect to new parameters

Â , DAE, b̂ , Db, and ĉ , Ec (4)

and new proxy variables

x̂ = E−1x and ẑ = E>z (5)

where D ∈ Rm×m and E ∈ Rn×n are tuned to improve
convergence speed. The process of finding an appropriate D
and E to improve the performance of a first-order numerical
algorithm is regarded as preconditioning of data.

Theoretical and practical evidence show that choices of D
and E that result in smaller condition number for Â lead to
better performance in both precision and convergence rate of
first-order numerical algorithms [21], [38]–[40]. As a result,
over the past decade, several research directions have pursued
preconditioning methods such as heuristic diagonal scaling
with the aim of reducing the condition number of Â [39], [41].
To this end, a number of matrix equilibration heuristics such
as Sinkhorn-Knopp and Ruiz methods have been proposed in
[12], [14], [15], [42] that indirectly influence the condition
number of Â by equalizing `p norm for each row through
diagonal choices of D and E.

In this paper, we pursue an alternative approach. We argue
that the condition number of Â is not a reliable indica-
tor of convergence speed for first-order numerical methods
and instead, we offer a new approach regarded as adaptive
conditioning. Before elaborating the details of the proposed
procedure, we first give a simple illustrative example through
which it is shown that a smaller condition number for the data
matrix Â does not necessarily result in better performance.

A. Example: The effect of condition number

In this example, we provide simple data matrices and
compare the effect of different pre-conditioning methods on
the convergence of Algorithm (1), DR splitting, and ADMM.
The goal is to demonstrate that the condition number of Â is
not a reliable predictor of the convergence speed.

Consider the following data matrices:

A :=

3.57 3.45 3.33 64.24 −72.76
3.45 3.33 3.23 95.14 −23.34
3.33 3.23 3.13 93.53 −17.43

 ,
b :=

[
−10.44 20.65 22.94

]>
,

c :=
[
0.37 1.93 −0.12 −0.38 1.01

]>
,

and K := R5
+. The corresponding diagonal matrices obtained

from regularized Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm [12] for `2 norms
are

DSK = diag{[0.0217, 0.0215, 0.0222]},
ESK = diag{[0.4722, 0.4722, 0.4722, 0.4722, 0.4722]},
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Fig. 1: The effect of different pre-conditioning methods on the convergence of (a) Douglas-Rachford splitting, (b) Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers, and (c) Algorithm 1.

while the proposed heuristic adaptive conditioning results in
the following matrices

DAC =I3×3,

EAC =diag{[0.0792, 0.0884, 14.5484, 292.9524, 316.2179]}.

Define

ÂSK := DSKAESK and ÂAC := DACAEAC.

In this case, the condition numbers of A, ÂSK, and ÂAC are
equal to 2046.4, 2044.38, and 72079.13, respectively.

1) Douglas-Rachford Splitting: In order to implement the
DR splitting method, it is common practice to cast problem
(1) in the form of

minimize f(x) + g(x) (9)

where f, g : Rn → R ∪ {∞} are defined as

f(x),

{
0 if x ∈ K
∞ otherwise

and g(x),

{
c>x if Ax = b
∞ otherwise

leading to the following steps:

x← proxf (z) (10a)

z ← z + proxg(2x− z)− x. (10b)

2) Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers: A standard
way of solving problem (1) via ADMM is through the formu-
lation

minimize
x1,x2∈Rn

f(x1) + g(x2) (11a)

subject to x1 = x2 (11b)

leading to the steps

x1 ← proxµ−1f (x2 − µ−1z) (12a)

x2 ← proxµ−1g(x1 + µ−1z) (12b)

z ← z + µ(x1 − x2). (12c)

where µ is a fixed tuning parameter.
Figure (1) presents the outcome of DR splitting, ADMM,

and Algorithm (1), respectively, with µ = 1 and different pre-
conditioning methods. The three cases of no preconditioning,
Sinkhorn-Knopp preconditioning, and adaptive conditioning
are illustrated in each figure. As demonstrated in Figure
1, a lower condition number for the data matrix does not
necessarily result in a faster convergence. Motivated by this
observation, the following section presents the proposed adap-
tive conditioning procedure.

Algorithm 2

Input: (A, b, c,K), fixed µ > 0, initial points x ∈ Rn and
z ∈ (R \ {0})n, fixed 0 < t < 1, and L ⊆ N

1: l← 0
2: repeat
3: l← l + 1
4: if l ∈ L ∪ {1} then
5: for i = 1, . . . , k do
6: h← n1 + . . .+ ni−1
7: for j = h+ 1, . . . , h+ ni do
8: oj←

∣∣xh+1−‖[xh+2, . . . , xh+ni
]‖2
∣∣/|zh+1|

9: end for
10: end for
11: O ← diag{|o|}min{1, t

log(max{o})−log(min{o})}

12: Â ← range{(AO)>}

13: d← (AO)†b +
µ

2

(
absO>A(O>c)−O>c

)
14: s← O−1x− µOz
15: end if
16: p← absO−1K(s)

17: r ← absÂ(p)

18: s← s

2
− r

2
+ d

19: x←O(p+s)

2

20: z←O−1(p−s)

2µ

21: until stopping criteria is met.
Output: x and z

IV. ADAPTIVE CONDITIONING

In this work, we rely on post multiplication of the data
matrix A by a diagonal positive-definite matrix O, to enhance
the convergence speed of Algorithm 1. The primal problem (1)
is reformulated as:

minimize
x̂∈Rn

(O>c)>x̂ (13a)

subject to (AO)x̂ = b (13b)

x̂ ∈ O−1K (13c)
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Fig. 2: Convergence of Algorithm (2) for 10 random linear programming instance (distinct color for each instance) with
different conditioning steps: (a) No conditioning, i.e., L := ∅, (b) One time conditioning at iteration l = 300, i.e., L := {300},
and (c) Continuous conditioning at the first 50 iterations, i.e., L :={1, 2, . . . , 50}.

and the dual problem (2) as:

maximize
y∈Rm,ẑ∈Rn

b>y (14a)

subject to (AO)>y + ẑ = O>c (14b)

ẑ ∈ O>K∗ (14c)

where

x̂ , O−1x and ẑ , O>z (15)

are proxy variables.
In contrary to the existing practice that focuses on the

condition number of the data matrix, we continuously update
the matrix O according to a prespecified policy to improve
the convergence speed. This heuristic procedure is detailed in
Algorithm 2. As illustrated in Figure 3, the intuitive reason
behind the proposed adaptive conditioning is to equalize the
rate of convergence for elements of s. The steps 4 to 15 of
Algorithm 2 serve this purpose
• Step 4: Adaptive conditioning can be done based on a

user-defined criteria or in the simplest case, at a set of
user-defined iterations L.

• Step 5 and 11: New coefficients are calculated for
each cone to equalize the speed of convergence for the
elements of x and z. Note that since the vectors x and
z are complementary at optimality, the elements of o
can be very large or very small numbers and that is the
motivation behind the normalization step 11.

• Steps 12 and 13: These two steps are concerned with
the adjustments of the proximal operators and the vector
d, respectively.

• Step 14: This step casts the vector s into the new space
so that current progress is continued.

The next example demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed adaptive conditioning approach on random instances
of linear programming (LP).

A. Example: The choice of conditioning steps

This case study is concerned with the effect of conditioning
steps on the convergence behavior of Algorithm (2). We
consider three cases:
• No conditioning, i.e., L := ∅,

𝑂!,!&! 𝑥!
𝑂","&! 𝑥"
𝑂#,#&! 𝑥#
𝑂$,$&! 𝑥$
⋮

𝑂%&",%&"&! 𝑥%&"
𝑂%&!,%&!&! 𝑥%&!

𝑂%,%&! 𝑥%

𝑂!,! 𝑧!
𝑂"," 𝑧"
𝑂#,# 𝑧#
𝑂$,$ 𝑧$
⋮

𝑂%&",%&" 𝑧%&"
𝑂%&!,%&! 𝑧%&!

𝑂%,% 𝑧%

𝑂!,!&! 𝑥!
𝑂","&! 𝑥"
𝑂#,#&! 𝑥#
𝑂$,$&! 𝑥$
𝑂$,$&! ⋮

𝑂%&! 𝑥%&"
𝑂%&! 𝑥%&!
𝑂%,%&! 𝑥%

𝑂!,!&! 𝑧!
𝑂","&! 𝑧"
𝑂#,#&! 𝑧#
𝑂$,$&! 𝑧$
𝑂$,$&! ⋮

𝑂%&! 𝑧%&"
𝑂%&! 𝑧%&!
𝑂%,%&! 𝑧%

Non-uniform convergence 
speed prior to 

pre-conditioning

Uniformed convergence 
speed after 

pre-conditioning

Fig. 3: Intuitive reason behind adaptive conditioning to
equalize the convergence speed

• One time conditioning at iteration l = 300, i.e., L :=
{300},

• Continuous conditioning at the first 50 iterations, i.e.,
L :={1, 2, . . . , 50}.

We generated 10 random instances of linear programming with
100 variables and 80 linear constraints whose data are chosen
such that:
• The elements of A ∈ R80×100 have i.i.d standard normal

distribution.
• b := Aẋ where the elements of ẋ ∈ R100 have i.i.d

uniform distribution from the interval [0, 1].
• The elements of c ∈ R100 have i.i.d standard normal

distribution.
• And K = R100

+ .
The effect of adaptive conditioning proposed in Algorithm
2 for t = 9.2 is illustrated in Figure 2 for all 10 random
instance. As demonstrated in the figure, even a one time
adaptive conditioning results in significant improvement of
convergence speed.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we provide case studies to evaluate the
performance of Algorithm 2 on both CPU and GPU platforms
in comparison with the state-of-the-art commercial solvers
MOSEK [4], GUROBI [5] as well as the open source software
OSQP [15] and POGS [12]. Our case studies consist of ran-
domly generated linear programming (LP) and second-order
cone programming (SOCP) problems. We conduct experiments
on problems with a wide range of variable and constraint
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numbers to assess both scalability and speed. Additionally,
we consider different values for infeasiblity/gap tolerance,
to assess the solution accuracy of Algorithm 2. The pro-
posed algorithm and competing solvers are implemented in
MATLABR2020a and all the simulations are conducted on a
DGX station with 20 2.2 GHz cores, Intel Xeon E5-2698 v4
CPU, with NVIDIA Tesla V100-DGXS-32GB (128 GB total)
GPU processor and 256 GB of RAM. The parallel nature
of algorithm enables the implementation to take advantage of
multi-core CPU processing. Note that our implementation of
proposed algorithm in MATLAB utilizes only a single GPU
and does not benefit from multiple GPU’s of the platform.
Moreover, all experiments reported in this paper are not
bounded by RAM or GPU memory of DGX station. We used
the MATLAB interface of OSQP v0.6.0, MOSEK v9.2.5 and
GUROBI v9.0.

In all of the experiments, the stopping criteria of Algorithm
2 is when it exceeds both primal and dual feasibility of the
solution produced by the competing solver. In other words,
when the following two criteria are met:

‖Ax− b‖2 < ‖AxCS − b‖2 (16a)

|(A†b)>(c− z)− c>x| < |b>yCS − c>xCS| (16b)

where xCS and yCS are primal and dual solutions produced by
the competing solver under default settings. In each figure, the
experiments are continued until the run time of the competing
solver reached a maximum time of 1200 seconds. The
maximum time is chosen in such a way that the experiments
provide sufficient information to compare the computational
time for all solvers.

A. Linear Programming

1) Comparisons with OSQP, Gurobi, and MOSEK: This
cases study is concerned with the class of linear programming
problems. The performance of Algorithm 2 is tested in com-
parison with the solvers, OSQP, Gurobi, and MOSEK. We
have generated random LP instances with n ranging from 100
to 30000, and m = b0.8nc. The number of nonzero elements
of A ranges from 104 to 109. The data is generated as follows:
• The elements of A ∈ Rm×n have i.i.d uniform distribu-

tion from the interval [−1, 1].
• b := A|ẋ| where the elements of ẋ ∈ Rn have i.i.d

standard normal distribution.
• The elements of c ∈ Rn have i.i.d standard normal

distribution.
• And K = Rn+.

We start applying adaptive conditioning at iterations 300 and
apply it once again in every 100 steps, i.e.,

L = {300, 400, 500, . . .}. (17)

Parameters t and µ are set to 9.2 and 1, respectively. The
advantage of using GPU can be seen for large scale problems,
when the problem size becomes larger, the GPU starts out-
performing the other solvers significantly. The default settings
are used for all three competing solvers and Algorithm 2 is
terminated once a solution with better primal and dual feasibil-
ity is obtained, as defined in (16). As demonstrated in Figure

4, for large instances, we have achieved approximately 3.3
and 19 times improvements for CPU and GPU respectively, in
comparison with Gurobi, and more than an order-of-magnitude
time improvement in comparison with MOSEK and OSQP
with their default settings.

B. Single vs Multi-core CPU Implementation

The iterative steps of Algorithms 1 and 2 are completely
parallelizable. The parallel steps of algorithms are not only
important for the graphics processing unit (GPU) imple-
mentation, but also provides the computational benefits for
CPU implementation. We demonstrate the parallel processing
strength of the proposed algorithm by solving the previous
instances of linear programming on both single-core and multi-
core (20 cores) CPU settings. Figure 6 shows that the multi-
core CPU implementation is approximately 10 times faster
than the single-core implementation.

C. Comparisons with POGS

In this case study, we seek to demonstrate the ability of
Algorithm 2 in finding very accurate solutions unlike compet-
ing first-order solvers that struggle with accuracy. In Figure 5,
we perform comparisons between Algorithm 2 and the first-
order solver POGS [12]. We use the default settings for POGS
except for the absolute and relative tolerance values εabs and
εrel for stopping criteria. Figure 5 demonstrates that Algorithm
2 comprehensively outperforms one of the prominent first
order solver, particularly with lower tolerance values. Similar
to the previous experiment, the stopping criteria of Algorithm
(2) depends on the competing solver, as define in (16).

D. Second-Order Cone Programming

This case study is concerned with the class of second-order
cone programming optimization problems. The performance of
Algorithm 2 is tested in comparison with MOSEK on default
settings. We have generated random SOCP instances with n
ranging from 100 to 2900 (MOSEK takes the maximum time
of 1200 seconds), and m = b0.8nc:
• The elements of A ∈ Rm×n have i.i.d uniform distribu-

tion from the interval [−1, 1].
• b := A × absK(ẋ) where the elements of ẋ ∈ Rn have

i.i.d uniform distribution from the interval [0, 1].
• The elements of c ∈ Rn have i.i.d uniform distribution

from the interval [0, 1].
• And K = (Kh)

n
h , where Kh is the standard Lorentz cone

of size h.
We start applying adaptive conditioning at iterations 200 and
apply it once again in every 100 steps, i.e.,

L = {200, 300, 400, . . .}. (18)

Parameters t and µ are set to 1.7 and 1, respectively.
The comparison of computational time for Lorentz cones of

size h = 4 and h = 10 are reported in Figure 7. It is clear
from Figure 7 that Algorithm (2) outperforms MOSEK by a
large margins as the size of problem grows, while MOSEK
performs better for smaller size problems.
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Fig. 4: The performance of Algorithm 2 for linear programming in comparison with (a) OSQP, (b) GUROBI, and (c) MOSEK.
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Fig. 5: The performance of Algorithm 2 for linear programming in comparison with POGS with the absolute and relative
tolerances equal to (a) εabs = 10−5, εrel = 10−4, (b) εabs = 10−6, εrel = 10−5, and (c) εabs = 10−7, εrel = 10−6.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a proximal numerical method with potential
for parallelization. Next, an adaptive conditioning heuristic
was developed to speed up the convergence of the proposed
method. We provided a numerical example to demonstrate the
fact that existing acceleration, parameter tuning and precon-
ditioning methods have very limited effect on convergence
behavior of first order methods. Moreover, we showed that
convergence rate can be improved, irrespective of the con-
dition number of data matrices. The proposed algorithm is
implemented on graphics processing unit with an order-of-
magnitude time improvement. A wide range of numerical
experiments are conducted on large problems and results are
compared with prominent first order solvers as well as the
interior point method based solvers to demonstrate the claims
made in this paper. We solved a variety of linear programs
and second-order cone programs. The experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the first order
algorithms in terms of computational time and achieves the
accuracy levels comparable to second-order state-of-the-art
methods.
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Lemma 1. Define the notation | · |? as

| · |? , absA(absK(·)). (19)

Then for every u ∈ Rn, we have

‖|u|?‖2 = ‖u‖2 (20)

and for every pair u,v ∈ Rn, we have

|u|>? |v|? ≥ u>v. (21)

Proof. The proof follows directly from the definition of absA
and absK.

Lemma 2. Let xopt and zopt denote a pair of primal and
dual solutions for problems (1) and (2). Then

sopt , xopt − µzopt (22)

is a fixed point of Algorithm (1) and

d =
sopt + |sopt|?

2
. (23)

Proof. According to the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) opti-
mality conditions, there exists yopt ∈ Rm, for which

c− zopt + A>yopt = 0 (24a)
Axopt = b (24b)

(xopt)>zopt = 0, xopt ∈ K, zopt ∈ K. (24c)

Define

popt , xopt + µzopt, (25)

then according to (24c), we have:

popt = absK(sopt). (26)

Hence

d− sopt+|sopt|?
2

= (27a)

A†b +
µ(absA(c)−c)

2
− sopt+|sopt|?

2

(26)
= (27b)

A†b +
µ(absA(c)−c)

2
− sopt + absA(popt)

2
= (27c)

A†(b−Axopt)− µ(c− zopt −A†A(c− zopt))
(24b)
= (27d)

µ(c− zopt −A†A(c− zopt))
(24a)
= (27e)

µ(c− zopt + A†AA>yopt) = (27f)

µ(c− zopt + A>yopt)
(24a)
= 0n, (27g)

which concludes (23). Now according to the steps of Algo-
rithm 1, one can immediately conclude that sopt is a fixed
point.

Lemma 3. Let {sl}∞l=0 be the sequence generated by Algo-
rithm (1) and define sopt , xopt − µzopt, where xopt and
zopt denote an arbitrary pair of primal and dual solutions for
problems (1) and (2). Then,

a) the sequence {‖sl − sopt‖2}∞l=0 is convergent,
b) and the sequence {‖sl+1 − sl‖2}∞l=0 converges to zero.

Proof. According to the steps of Algorithm 1, we have

sl+1 =
sl − |sl|?

2
+ d (28)

and due to (23):

sl+1 =
sl + sopt

2
− |s

l|? − |sopt|?
2

. (29)

Hence

‖sl+1 − sl‖22 + ‖sl+1 − sopt‖22 − ‖sl − sopt‖22
(29)
= (30a)

‖s
l − sopt

2
+
|sl|? − |sopt|?

2
‖22+ (30b)

‖s
l − sopt

2
− |s

l|? − |sopt|?
2

‖22 − ‖sl − sopt‖22 = (30c)

‖|sl|? − |sopt|?‖22
2

− ‖s
l − sopt‖22

2

(20)
= (30d)

(sl)>sopt − |sl|>? |sopt|?
(21)
≤ 0, (30e)

which concludes that {‖sl − sopt‖2}∞l=0 is nonincreasing and
convergent. Additionally, (30) concludes that

∞∑
l=0

‖sl+1 − sl‖22 ≤ ‖s0 − sopt‖22 (31)

which means that {‖sl+1 − sl‖2}∞l=0 converges to zero.

Proof of theorem 1. According to the first part of Lemma
3, the sequence {sl}∞l=0 is bounded and therefore, it has a
convergent subsequence {s̄l}∞l=0, where

lim
l→∞

s̄l = s̄. (32)

Define

x̄ ,
absK(s̄) + s̄

2
and z̄ ,

absK(s̄)− s̄

2µ
. (33)

In order to show that x̄ and z̄ are a pair of primal and dual
solutions, we prove the following KKT optimality criteria:

z̄ − c ∈ range{A>} (34a)
Ax̄ = b (34b)

x̄>z̄ = 0, x̄ ∈ K, z̄ ∈ K. (34c)

Condition (34c) follows directly from the definition (33).
Additionally, according to the second part of Lemma 3,

0n = lim
l→∞

sl+1 − sl (35a)

= lim
l→∞

d− sl + |sl|?
2

(35b)

= lim
l→∞

d− s̄l + |s̄l|?
2

(32)
= d− s̄ + |s̄|?

2
(35c)

Hence,

s̄ + |s̄|?
2

= d
(23)
=

sopt + |sopt|?
2

(36)
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Therefore,

0n=
s̄ + |s̄|?

2
− sopt + |sopt|?

2
(37a)

=
s̄− sopt+(2A†A−In)(absK(s̄)− absK(sopt))

2
(37b)

=
(x̄− xopt)− µ(z̄ − zopt)

2

+
(2A†A− In)[(x̄− xopt) + µ(z̄ − zopt)]

2
(37c)

= A†(Ax̄−Axopt)− µ(In −A†A)(z̄ − zopt). (37d)

Now, pre-multiplication by A concludes that

Ax̄ = Axopt = b. (38)

Similarly,

0n=
s̄ + |s̄|?

2
− d (39a)

= A†(Ax̄− b)− µ(In −A†A)(z̄ − c) (39b)

= µ(In −A†A)(c− z̄) (39c)

which concludes (34a). Therefore x̄ and z̄ are primal and
dual optimal, and according to the first part of Lemma 3, the
following limit exists:

lim
l→∞

‖sl − s̄‖2 = lim
l→∞

‖s̄l − s̄‖2 = 0 (40)

which completes the proof.
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